A Lab page is a custom content type used to add information about your research labs to your web site. Not everyone uses the Lab content type. Even if faculty have their own lab pages, the Lab content type is a great way to provide an overview to prospective students, faculty and visitors on the kinds of research performed in your department. The fields we support in our Lab content type are:

**Fields**

**Title** - The title of your lab. It is useful to not only include your name, but the kind of research performed in your lab.

**About this Lab** - A description of the kinds of research performed by your lab. Can be as brief or detailed as you like, depending on what you want visitors to learn. Links, pdfs and videos may be inserted into this field. Images can also be included, but you may want to save your best image for the Image field below, which becomes the thumbnail for your lab in lists.

In the Di Iorio Physical and Acoustical Oceanography laboratory we specialize in research that focuses on the fundamental laws of physics in the ocean environment. We strive to understand circulation processes that range from the coastal ocean to the deep-sea environment. We seek to constantly improve and disseminate our understanding of ocean mixing, turbulence and entrainment, estuarine transport, buoyancy driven flows, hydrothermal vent and natural methane and oil seep flows, and their interaction with the surrounding ocean.

**Image** - Optional visual for your lab. This becomes the thumbnail. Some faculty post data from their research, and others show photographs of them at work, or of their research staff.

**Lab site** - Optional field to send people to your lab website, if you have one.
Research Areas - If your department makes use of broad research areas (usually found under /research) to group faculty and/or labs, you can begin to type the name of the area, the field will auto complete, and your lab will automatically appear with that research area.

**Research Areas:**
Physical Oceanography

How to get your photo and/or staff photos to appear with Labs

Personnel-- such as faculty, staff and graduate students-- associate themselves with specific labs by using an autocomplete field called "Labs" in the Personnel content type. Here are some graduate students in a Lab in the Psychology department:

**GRADUATE STUDENTS**

[Images of three graduate students named Cynthia K. Maupin, Jacob Pendergraft, and Hayley Trainer]